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Abstract. The article describes the term "human factor" which implies a 

person involved in the organizational process in the diversity of his natural 

and socio-psychological characteristics. The necessity to identify the 

impact of human factor on labour productivity at the mining enterprises is 

proved. It is assumed that considering human factor can be one of the ways 

to increase labour productivity. A research technique of the complex – 

mechanized team in order to identify the impact of human factor on its 

productivity is described. Definite research results and analysis which 

strongly support the assumption are given. The stages at which the human 

factor should be considered are analyzed. Based on the fact that person's 

mood determines all his vital functions, the following interpretation of the  

human factor was propose: to consider the human factor means to take into 

account everything that might spoil the mood of a person starting from his 

coming to the place of work till the work is finished. If it is necessary to 

provide high productivity, take care of the human mind. This thesis does 

not require proof and justification, it is obvious. 

1 Introduction 

In the world psychological and management literature the term "human factor" had been 

described long ago and come along with such conceptual partners as "human relations", 

"management style" and "psychological climate". Like any other term it is necessary to 

describe the term "human factor". What is the context of its use? The answer is simple: in 

this case it is a person involved in the organizational process in the diversity of his natural 

and socio-psychological characteristics [1-6]. 
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It is difficult to overestimate the role of human factor in all spheres of activity. Even in 

1936, the famous American expert in Management Dale Carnegie noted that even in such 

technical areas as engineering about 15% of financial success achieved by a specialist is 

due to purely technical knowledge and about 85% due to his art of human engineering, the 

personal characteristics of his character [7]. Western management theorists confirm that 

taking into account the human factor increases productivity [8-12]. It obtains a special 

importance at present post-industrial stage of technological development of the economy 

[13-15]. 

Unfortunately, we have been taking in stride the foreign experience in management 

issues, especially its social and psychological aspects. In recent years interesting papers on 

psychological management problems [16-18] have been published. As a result, a favorable 

situation for determining the influence of human factor on labour productivity at the mining 

enterprises [19-24] was created. 

The survey covered 64 respondents – employees of the complex-mechanized mining 

team. Any professional activity to be implemented successfully requires certain personal 

qualities; we call them professionally-important (PIQ).  

The work at the enterprises of coal-mining industry refers to the dangerous occupations 

that require human social-and-psychological readiness to work in extreme conditions, 

namely, the high level of such personal characteristics as responsibility, self-control, 

resoluteness and being a team player. The description of these professionally-important 

qualities is given below:  

 - Responsibility (people with the high level of this quality have a sense of duty, they are 

precise and accurate in affairs, like order in everything, conscious, conscientious and highly 

moral); 

- Self-control (people with the high level of self-control are organized, able to control 

their emotions and behavior, to overcome the obstacles, bring to the end everything they 

start, aware of social demands and try to fulfill them); 

 - Resoluteness (people with the high level of resoluteness are brave, resolute, risk-

taking, able to withstand heavy loads; do not get lost confronting with unexpected 

circumstances); 

- Being a team player (people with the high level of this quality keep good relations in 

the team, they are people friendly, unenvious, compliant, careful to some extent).  

To the list of professionally-important qualities we added two qualities which, in our 

opinion, could influence the result of work in conditions of risk for life. These are self-

confidence and restraint:  

- Self-confidence (people with the high level of self-confidence have adequate self-

esteem, confident in their abilities, actively respond to all the events); 

- Restraint (people with the high level of this quality control their emotions well; do not 

take hasty decisions; reasonable in assessing the events; balanced in dealing with people). 

To measure these qualities in our respondents, we chose one of the most reliable and 

valid questionnaire in the world made by R.B. Cattell. Multivariate personality Cattell 

questionnaire is widely used in psycho-diagnostic practice. This test is reliable, versatile, 

practical, and provides comprehensive information about the individual. Questions reflect 

ordinary life situations. 

In addition, this field of activity presupposes flexible nervous system of a person, 

allowing orient fast and right in extreme situations and mobilize for problems solution.  

These features include the type of temperament and characteristics of human behavior. 

To identify the temperament of the respondents we chose the methodology of H. J. 

Eysenck.  
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2 Materials and Method 



The selection of this technique was due to the direct interconnection between conditions 

of dangerous profession and the dynamics of nervous processes in the human body. The 

more dangerous the work is the stronger the type of nervous system must be. 

In modern society there is a task to improve the humanistic content of labor, i.e. to 

achieve maximum performance with optimum preservation of health and sufficient 

emotional and spiritual satisfaction. One of the factors that ensure the maximum 

performance of the employee is the psychological climate in the team, namely, satisfaction 

from working conditions and relationships, both between team members and between 

managers and subordinates. Accordingly, the respondents were offered a few questions, the 

answers to which allowed to analyze the psychological climate in the team. 

The team consisted of six sections. Based on our research goals we ranked the sections 

by the results of output for 10 months in 2016. Then, to determine the impact of human 

factor on productivity, we ranked sections by the level of professionally-important qualities 

and qualities which could affect labour productivity of the respondents. 

3 Results and discussion 

Analysis of the results allowed stating the obvious influence of human factor on 

productivity of people working at the mining enterprises. Members of the section, which 

took the first place by the results of work for 10 months, have all professionally-important 

qualities and qualities which could affect the results of work and they were highly formed.  

Only the level of "being a team player" quality was not at the top, but it can be explained. 

All members of the section, including the section leader, were choleric, i.e. leaders. 

However, the psychological climate in the section was good: 63% of staff was satisfied 

with job and did not intend to change it; 68% were satisfied with relationships within the 

team and relationships with section leader. 

Members of the section taken the second place by the results of work for 10 months had 

lower level of professionally-important qualities. However, the human factor was evident in 

the face of the section leader, whose professionally-important qualities were formed at a 

good level, and the analysis of the replies of section members to the questionnaire showed a 

great impact made by the section leader on the psychological climate: 100% of respondents 

were satisfied with job; 78% did not intend to change it; 89% were satisfied with 

relationships within the section and 100% were satisfied with the relationships with the 

section leader. Favorable psychological climate in the team and skillful leadership shown 

by the section leader made it possible to achieve good production results. 

Three sections were practically at the same level by the working results. They were 

insignificantly different in professionally-important qualities. The level of professionally- 

important qualities of both members and section leaders were high enough.  

The section taken the last place by the results of labor showed a disturbing pattern. All 

its members had low level of professionally-important qualities. The psychological climate 

in the section couldn’t be called good: 35% were not happy with the relationships with the 

section leader, while 83% were satisfied with relationships with the section members; 58% 

of respondents said that they did not like the job and 75% would like to change it. With 

such atmosphere in the team there is a need in a strong section leader, but it cannot be said 

about the present one: his responsibility was not formed at the proper level; he had low self-

control; and was not a good team player. The impact of human factor on the results of work 

in the section was obvious. 

The analysis of study results confirmed the hypothesis: considering the human factor 

can be one of the ways to increase the labour productivity at the mining enterprises. 

Two factors deserve attention. The first, all respondents were people with a strong type 

of nervous system. This supports that people with a weak nervous system do not choose the 
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job connected with the risk for life. The second factor concerns the high level of self-

control and resoluteness which had absolutely all respondents. This shows the influence of 

the job itself on the formation of personal qualities. 

What stages should the human factor be considered on? First of all, at the recruitment 

stage. Every company should have job description for all positions which contains the 

description of the content and conditions of work and, more importantly, psychological 

requirements, that is, the list of professionally-important personal qualities. The 

psychologist determines the level of these qualities, and considers the possibility of taking 

the person to the workplace. It is interesting to work only when there is a maximum 

matching of professional skills to the professional requirements. If this condition is fulfilled 

the person will have pleasure from the labor process itself. 

The next stage of considering the human factor is the formation of the team (group of 

workers, section, and so on.); appointment of the division head. The results of our study 

clearly confirmed this. 

4  Conclusion 

In conclusion we would like to underline the thesis: to consider the human factor means to 

take into account everything that might spoil the mood of a person starting from his coming 

to the place of work till the work is finished. Why is it mood? It is because the mood 

determines all human activity.  

This thesis does not require proof and justification, it is obvious. Do you want a person 

to work hard, creative? Take care of his mood. Mood creates a desire to work. Convince the 

person in belonging to everything going on at the enterprise. It will be another drop in the 

formation of desire to do everything that depends on him personally in order to achieve 

overall success.  

Is it necessary to convince that considering the human factor has a positive effect on the 

mood of all team? The quality of work and productivity always accompany a good socio-

psychological climate in the team. Hence there should be an obvious psychological 

readiness of managers at mining enterprises. 
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